RESOLVED: that the Academic Senate recommends

the elevation of the Concentration in Special Education and
that the name of the degree program be Master of Arts in Special
Education;

the elevation of the Concentration in Education and that the
name of the degree program be Master of Arts in Education; and

the retention of the Master of Arts in Educational Administration
degree program.

RESOLVED: that all above changes be implemented for fall semester 2016.

RATIONALE: All three programs have been offered under a single degree
program but by different faculty groups. Recently the Chancellors
Office developed a policy that a degree program will contain a
single set of core courses, in other words, one core program per
degree.

This directive affected two programs under the Master of
Science in Administration degree title that were separated last
academic year and the three programs in Education addressed
above. The elevation of the above programs now will bring CSUB
into compliance.

All three programs were converted in the Q2S process last year
and are unchanged.
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